Eat, Sleep, Console Multi-State Collaborative

Kansas has the opportunity to join a Multi-state Collaborative for the Eat, Sleep and Console (ECS) NAS Model of Care. In order to prepare for the launch, Dr. Jodi Jackson, Paula Delmore and Betsy Knappen completed ESC training in New Hampshire.

To help birth centers compare the different NAS scoring models and discern if ESC is an appropriate fit, the KPQC Learning Forums in the last quarter of 2019 are dedicated to NAS symptoms and scoring systems.

KPQC Learning Forums (2:00 to 3:00):
- October 29: NAS symptoms (recording available on the KPQC website/learning forums)
- November 26: Modified Finnegan and Finnegan Symptom Prioritization
- December 17: Eat, Sleep, Console NAS Care Model

Registration required

Should your Center be interested in exploring this opportunity please contact Betsy Knappen, KPQC Education and QI Coordinator at betsy.knappen@wichita.edu.